
Use of several 
notations & alphabets

In Mathematics



Relation of origin of Maths 

- Mathematics is as old as humanity itself.
- The focus of mathematical innovation moved to europe during the time of 

renaissance from asian countries like India and China. 
- One of the oldest examples of geometric and algebraic calculations come 

from Babylon and Egypt in about 1750 BC. 
- Known as the Rhind papyrus, which was copied in about 1550 BC. It 

contains brainteasers such as problem 24: - What is the size of the heap if 
the heap and one seventh of the heap amount to 19? 



Relation of origin of Maths continued...

- The papyrus does introduce one essential element of algebra, in the use of 
a standard algebraic symbol - in this case h or aha, meaning 'quantity' - for 
an unknown number. 

- The Pythagoreans can show that, whatever length of string a lute player 
starts with, if it is doubled the note always falls by exactly an octave (still the 
basis of the scale in music today). 



List of common notations & 
alphabets:









Why are Greek letters used?

- Greek is the oldest spoken and written language. 
- It was spoken throughout the middle east, even stretching till India, 

especially during the Hellenistic period (330 BCE to 100 CE).
- Greece is the country of origin for mathematics, and hence it’s natural for 

mathematics to involve Greek symbols and letters.
- Greek was the official language of the Byzantine Empire, which made great 

advancements in mathematics.



Connection to Mythology

- The early Christian writers used Greek and one passage says God is the 
"Alpha and Omega" (Α and Ω, the first and last letters of the Greek alphabet) 
to mean he is the beginning and the end.



Complex Numbers

- Iota (i) is the lowercase form of the 9th Greek alphabets. In the Greek 
numeral system, iota has a value of 10. 

- Initially Alexandria came up with the idea of imaginary numbers yet he 
deemed it impossible and gave up.

- In 1637 Descartes came up with a standard form a+ib and was the first to 
coin them as “imaginary numbers” 

- In 1777, Euler gave i = √-1 
- 1831, Gause took Descartes standard notation and named them “complex 

numbers” and popularized this idea to the world.



Evolution

- Galileo once said, “Mathematics is the language with which God wrote the 
Universe.”

- Over the years, the symbols have become shorter and some effective (to 
meet the technological advancements.) In 1323 a frenchmen used “et” 
which is and in latin for the addition symbol instead of “+”.

- Constants: Like pi, the value got more specific, in the 15th century we found 
it’s value to the 16th decimal place and today, in the 21st century some 
computers have calculated the value to more than 22 trillion digits.
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